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United States District Court
District of New Jersey

IJNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT
v.

Magistrate No. 07-M-2045 (JS)
MOBAhlAD IBRAHlM SHNEWER

I, the undcrsiglcd complainant, being duly sworn, state the following is true and

correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. From on or about January 3, 2006 to on or about
May 7, 2007, in Camden, Burlington, and Monmouth Counties, in thc District of New Jersey,
and elsewhcrc, dcfendant M O I W A D MRAHTM SHNEWER cornm~tledthe following offense:

SEE ATTACHMENT A.
1 further state that I am a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and

thal this complaint is based on the followi~~g
facts:

SEE ATTACHMENT 5 .
Attachment A and Attachmenl B are incorporated as if set forth in full herein

~'ederalBureau of lnvcggation
Sworn to bcforc mc and subscribed in my presence,
May 7.2007

Date
Honorable Joel Schncidcr
United Statcs Magistrate Judge
Name &Title of Judicial Officer

at
Carnden, Ncw Jersey
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ATTACHMENT A
From on or about January 3, 2006 to on or about May 7, 2007, in Camden,
Burlingon, and Mo~mmuhCounties, in the District of New Jersey, and elsewhere: defendant
MOHAMAD l B W L M SkiNEWER,
did knowingly and willfully conspire and agree with D n ~ a nDuka, &ia "Distw Duka,' &/a
"Anthony Duka," dkla "Tony Duka," Eljvir Duka, &Ida "Elvis Duka," a k k a "Sulaymm," Shain
Duka, and Serdar Tatar, to kill officers and employees of agencies in the Executive Branch of the
United States Government, namely, men~bersof the unifomied services, while such officers and
employees were engaged in and on account of the performance of official duties, and persons
assisting such officers and cmployccs in thc performance of such duties and on account of that
assistance, contrary to Title 15, United States Cotle, Section 11 14.

OVERT ACTS

h1 furtherance of the conspiracy ,and to effect the objects thereof, defendant

MOI-IAMAD LBRAHLM SHNEWER committed and caused to bc comrnittcd oven acts in thc
District of Ncw Jersey, and elsewhere, including but not limited to:
a.

On or ahout January 3,2006, MOHAMAD SHNEWER, DRITAN DUKA,

ELJVIR DUKA, SHAIN DUKA, and SERDAR TATAR conducted fireamis training in

Gouldshoro, Pennsylvania.
b.

On or about August 1 1,2006, MOHhMAD SHNEWER traveled to the United

States Army hase at Fort nix, New Jersey to conduct surveillance.
c.

On or about August 1 1,2006, MOHAMAD SHNEWER traveled to thc United

States Arn~ybasc at Fort Manmouth, New Jersey to coiiduct survcillancc.
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On or about August 13,2006, MOHAMAD SHNEWER travelcd to Dover Air

Force base in Dovcr. Delaware to conduct surveillance.
e.

On or about August 13, 2006, MOHAMAD SHNEWER traveled to the United

Statcs Coast Guard Building in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to conduct surveillance.

f.

On or ahout November 28,2006, SERDAR TATAR acquired a map of the United

States Army base at Fort Dix, New Jersey. labelcd "Cantonment Area Fort Dis, NJ" to be
distributed to others.
g.

On or about January 3 1,2007, DRITAN DUI(A, ELJVIR DUKA, and SHAM

hmd guns, shotguns, and semi-automatic assault weapons
DUKA collected weapons, incl~~ding

to bc used in small arms training.

h.

On or about February 1,2007, DRITAN D W , EWVIR DUKA,m d SNAIh'

D U U traveled by car frorn New Jersey to Pennsyl\rania in order to conduct f i r e m s training.

i.

On or about Febtu,vy 2,2007, DRJTAN DUKA, SHAIK DUKA, and ELJVLR

DUKA conducted firearms training in Gouldsboro, Pennsylvania.
1.

On or about February 4,2007, MOHAMAD SHNEWER, DRlTAN D I M .

ELJVlR DIIKA, and SHAM DUKA reviewed terrorist training videos.

k.

On or about February 26,2007, DKITAN DUKA and ELJVIR DUKA conducted

tactical training in Cherry Hill, New Jmsey.
1.

On or about March 15,2007, DRTTAN DUKA and SHAIN DUKA conducted

tactical training in Cherry isill, New Jerscy.
m.

On or about April 6, 2007, DRlTAN DUKA ordered four AK-47 Kalishtlikov

fully-automatic machii~eguns as well as hf-16 firearms and handguns.
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On or about April 27,2007, MOHAMAD SHNEWER ordered an AK-47

Kalish~likovfully-automatic machine gun.

In violation o f Tttle 18, United States Code, Section 11 17.
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ATTACHMENT B

I , John J . Ryan, am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau
of Investigation. I have personally participated in this
investigation and am aware of the facts contained herein based
upon my own investigation as well as information provided to me
by other law enforcement officers. Since this Affidavit is
submitted for the sole purpose of establishing probable cause to
support the issuance of a complaint. I have not necessarily
included each and every fact known by the government concerning
this investigation.
On or about January 31, 2005, a representative of a
1.
retail store informed officials of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation ("FBI") that an individual had brought a video to
their store to be duplicated into a digital video disk ("DVD").
That DVD depicted conduct - recorded as having occurred on
January 3 , 2006 - that the store representative described as
disturbing. FBI agents reviewed the DVD in question. The DVD
depicted 10 young men who appeared to be in their early twenties
shooting assault weapons at a firing range in a militia-like
style while calling for jihad and shouting in Arabic "Allah
Akbar" ("God is GI-eat").' The FBI and Joint Terrorism Task Force
(''JTTF") immediately commenced an investigation into the
activities of the men depicted in the DVD.
2.

The FBI identified the 10 men depicted in the DVD, six

of whom are: MOHAMAD SHNEWER, DRITAN DUKA, a/k/a "Distan Duka,"
a/k/a "Anthony Duka," a/k/a "Tony Duka," ELJVIR DUKA, a/k/a
"Elvis Duka," a/k/a "Sulayman," SHAIN DUYA, SERDAR TATAR, and
AGRON ABDULLAHU. Immigration and Customs Enforcement checks show
that DRITAN DUKA, ELJVIR DUKA, and SHAIN DUKA are illegally
residing in the United States.
3.
In or about March 2006, a cooperating witness ("CW-1")
successfully infiltrated this group by developing a relationship
with MOHAMAD SHNEWER.' Beginning in or about March 2006, CW-1

1

The term jihad as used in this Affidavit means a Muslim
holy war or spiritual struggle against infidels.

2

CW-1, a paid informant, has proven to be credible and
reliable. Shortly before CW-1's involvement in the
instant investigation, CW-1 had provided the FBI with
information regarding significant criminal conduct.
The FBI independently corroborated CW-1's information.
CW-3's credibility in that matter was further supported
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consensually recorded conversations with SHNEWER and with other
targets of the investigation during meetings and telephone calls
4.
On or about April 14, 2006, CW-1 consensually recorded
a meeting with MOHAMAD SFINEWER. During that meeting, SHNEWER
stated that he and CW-1 should view a video stored on SHNEWER's
computer, but that they had to do so in private because "it's
about something that can lead to prison."
5.
On or about April 28, 2006, during a consensually
recorded meeting with CW-1, M O W D SHNEWER downloaded a DVD from
his laptop computer which SHNEWER then provided to CW-1. SHNEWER
instructed CW-1 to review the DVD alone. CW-1 provided the DVD
to FBI and JTTF agents who reviewed the DVD. The DVD contains
video footage of various jihadist images while a narrator
recruits the observer to the jihadist movement.

6.
On or about May 26, 2006, during a consensually
recorded meeting with CW-1, MOHAMAD SHNEWER gave CW-1 SHNEWER's
laptop computer and told CW-1 to review particular DVD files on
the laptop hard drive. CW-1 asked SHNEWER to write the names of
the DVD files SHNEWER wanted CW-1 to review, which SHNEWER did.
CW-1 provided a business card to FBI and JTTF agents on which
SHNEWER had written the names of the DVD files CW-1 was to
review. One file was named "19" and the other file was named
'VTS 01 1." Law enforcement officials made a copy of SHNEWER's
laptop hard drive and were able to locate and view the files
labeled "19" and "VTS 01-1." The file labeled "19" contained
what appears to be the last wlll and testament of at least two of
the highjackers involved in the terrorist attacks on the United

when federal charges were filed and at least two
individuals pled guilty and admitted the conduct CW-1
had reported to the FBI. CW-1 has had one instance of
not fully reporting truthful information. In January
2006, CW-1 self-reported to his/her handler that he/she
mis-stated the identity of a friend with whom he/she
had contact in an effort to protect that individual.
CW-1 was informed by the handling agent that all
information must be fully and completely reported.
Since this incident, no new derogatory information
concerning CW-1 has been reported. In this case, the
FBI has been able to independently corroborate the
information provided by CW-1 through consensual
recordings and surveillance operations.
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States on September 11, 2001.' The file labeled "VTS -01- 1 "
contained images of Osama Bin Laden and other Islamic extremists
making various speeches in which the speakers call the viewer to
join the jihadist movement.
7.
On or about July 7, 2006, a second individual who was
+
approached by six males
cooperating with the FBI ( " c w - ~ " )was
who were unknown to CW-2. Oce of the males identified himself as
"Sulayman" and invited CW-2 to his home. The investigation has
reveaLed that ELJVIR DUKA uses the name "Sulayman."
8.
On or about July 2 8 , 2006, CW-1 consensually recorded a
meeting with SERDAR TATAR during which TATAR asked CW-1 to flx
TATAR's vehicle. fW-1 and TATAR then switched vehicles. CW-1
delivered TATARfs vehicle to law enforcement officers. CW-1
consented to a search of the vehicle. Inside the vehicle, law
enforcement officers found a 50-round box of 9 millimeter
ammunition. On the same day, CW-2 consensually recorded a
meeting with DRITAN DUKA, ELJVIR DUKA, and SHAIN DUKA. ELJVIR
DUIm told CW-2 that the DUKAs yo target shooting with firearms
but cannot go to regular gun ranges because none of them are
legal residents of the United States. DRITAN DUKA showed CW-2 a
video on DRITAN DUKA's cell phone which depicted individuals
shooting firearms. DRITAN DUKA stated that this activity took
place in Pennsylvania. CW-2 informed law enforcement agents that
during the meeting, CW-2 learned that the DUXa brothers keep
their firearms with ELJVIR DUKA's brother-in-law, an individual
named "Agim," and an individual named "Mollamad. Law enforcement
officials have determined that ELJVIR DUKA's brother-in-law is
MOHAMAD SHNEWER and that the individual named "Agim" is AGRON
ABDULLAHU .
"

On or about July 29, 2006, CW-2 consensually recorded a
meeting with MOHAMAD SHNEWER, DRITAN DUKA. ELJVIR DUKA, and SHAIN
DUKA. During the meeting, SHNEWER showed CW-2 a number of videos
on SHNEWER's laptop computer which depicted armed attacks on and
the killing of United States military personnel. CW-2 observed
9.

3

It should be noted that 19 members of Al Q'aeda were
involved in the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks

4

0 - 2 , a paid informant, has previously proven to be
credible and reliable, as evidenced by, among other
things, law enforcement officers' corroboration of
information previously provided by C W - 2 , During this
investigation, CW-2 consensually recorded meetings and
telephone calls with the conspirators.
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rhat SHNEWER seemed to enJoy watching the video and smlled during
the viewing.
10. On or about August 1, 2, and 5, 2006, CW-1 consensually
recorded meetings with MOHAMAD SHNEWER. In summary, SHNEWER
stated that he, SEFJlAR TATAR, DRITAN DUKA, ELJVIR DUKA, SHAIN
DUKA, and others were part of a group that was planning to attack
a U . S . military base. SHNEWER specifically named the United
States Army base at Fort Dix, New Jersey and a nearby United
states Navy base. SHNEWER explained that they could utilize six
or seven jihadists to attack and kill at least one hundred
soldiers by using rocket-propelled grenades ("RPGs") or other
weapons. SHNEWER further explained that they could train for the
attack in Pennsylvania. SHNEWER also said that he and others in
the group had saved money to pay for the weapons and that they
were not afraid to die. SHNEWER further stated that TATAR could
obtain maps of Fort Dix in order to plan the attack. SHNEWER
also said that the group wanted CW-1 to help lead the attack
baaed on CW-1's prior experience in the Egyptian military.
11. On August 1 , 2006, MOKnMAD SHNEWER said the following,
in substance and in part:

'If you want to do anything here, there is Fort Dix and I
don't want to exaggerate, and I assure you that you can hit
an American base very easily."
"You take a map and draw it and then you calculate that
there are areas where there are 100 - 200 individuals and
you should allocate 6 -7 persons for this alone."
"When you go to a military baae, you need mortars and RPGs."
" . . . I am at your services as you have more experience
than me in military bases and in life."

12. Oc ~ u g u s t2, 2006, M O H A P ~ DSHNEWER said the following,
in substance and in part:

"There is a nice area where we can train . . . In
Pennsylvania . . . It is two hours away from here.n
"Don't worry about money. I have money too as I have been
saving money for this plan for some time."
"Both Sulayman and Tony [meaning ELJVIR DUKA and DRITAN
DUKA] have a lot of money."
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In response to how the group would get a map of Fort nix,
SHNEWER said the following:

"Serdar, he used to deliver there . . . Why did I chose Fort
Dix? Because I know that Serdar knows it like the palm of
his hand."'
1 3 . On August 5 . 2006, MOHAMSrD SHNEWER said the following,
in substance and in part:

(In response to CW-1's question regarding who SHNEWER had in
mind for the attack) "I have in mind Tony [meaning DRITAN
DUKA], Sulayman [meaning E L J V I R D U K A I , Shaheen [meaning
SHAIN DUKA] . . . Serdar, definitely, he is the first one
amongst us . . . "
(Concerning training) "You are in the mountains in the
Poconos . . . In Pennsylvania. It is about two hours away
from here. We went there for a week walking in the
mountains and shooting in the open shooting range."
- W e need to accumulate experience, and we need to think
about how many we need and what they are going to do and we
need to gather the weapons . . . Of course, I can get the
weapons, machine gun, hand gun, I can get . . . from the
street as you cannot buy a machine gun from a store."

(In response to whether SHNEWER had spoken with ELJViR DUKA
or DRITAN DUKA about being part of the group) "I spoke with
them some time ago, and they are ready."
'All the names I mentioned are ready and on alert,
specifically the four brothers and Serdar, that means Tony,
Sulayman . . ."
During the consensually recorded meeting on August 5,
SHNEWER also suggesred that he and CW-1 surveil
milltary bases to decide which one to attack. When discussing
the naval base, SKNEWER said, "Maybe it is easy to hit them,
there are nights where the squad is out and doing exercises
without weapons . . . the only prohlem is that they may have
protection and scouts watching. You know what we can do is go
14.
2006, MO-D

5

Subsequent consensually recorded conversations revealed
that SERDAR TATAR used to deliver pizzas to Fort Dix.
Law enforcement officers have verified that TATAR's
family owns a pizzeria near Fort Dix.
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one day to a nearby restaurant and observe the whole base." When
CW-1 asked whether they could take pictures during their
surveillance, SHNEWER said that doing so would be very dangerous
but that they could film the base using a cell phone camera:
"Same thing for Fort Dix, you cannot take pictures as it is
very difficult to do so. You know what, we can take
pictures by using the phone and you make as if you are
calking on the cell phone and you will take a video . . . In
Fort Dix, yeah, while you are driving, we will drive slow
and what is nice with the phone is that if you are atopped
by a police, you will delete it from memory."
15. On or about August 1 1 , 2006, CW-1 and MOKAMAD SHNEWER
traveled to the Fort Dix military base to conduct surveillance.
CW-1 consensually recorded the trip. While SHNEWER and CW-1 were
driving to Fort Dix, SHNEWER spoke with another person on the
telephone - captured on the consensually monitored recording during which SHNEWER asked the individual what street the
person's pizzeria was on. SHNEWER also said that SHNEWER, ELJVIR
DUKA, DRITAN DUKA, SHAIN DUKA, SERDAR TATAR and CW-1 were part of
the group that would attack the military base. When CW-1 asked
what made SHNEWER think of Fort Dix as a target, SHNEWER replied,
"My intent is to hit a heavy concentration of soldiers . . ."
As SHNEWER and CW-1 drove into a specific area at Fort Dix,
SHNEWER said, " . . . this is exactly what we are looking for.
You hit 4 . 5, or 6 humvees and light the whole place [up] and
retreat completely without any losses." SHNEWER and CW-1 then
drove to Lakehurst Naval Air Station. On the way there, SHNEWER
remarked that "this is going to be easier to hit specially if you
have 8 or 9 shooting with machine guns and they are good
shooters." During the surveillance trip, SHNEWER received
several telephone calls and lied about his whereabouts to the
callers.

16. After MOWM?Jl SHNEWER and CW-1 completed the
surveillance trip, law enforcement officers observed SHNEWER
later that evening drive by himself to the United States Army
base at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.
17. On or about August 13, 2006, during the evening hours,
M O F A m SIiNEWER called CW-1. CW-1 recorded the conversation.
During the conversation, SHNEWER asked CW-1 to go with him to
surveil the Dover Air Force base in Dover, Delaware. CW-1 then
met SHNEWER and recorded their trip to the Dover Air Force Base.
During the trip, SHNEWER played a video on his computer which
taught "Ie viewer how to make a grenade. SHNEWER said that
"Sulayman [gLJVIR DUKAI. . . told me that they have high security
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over there. You can see the planes taking off. Sometimes, there
are 300 soldiers." SHNEWER also explained that he had informed
ELJVIR DUKA that he had gone to surveil Fort Dix. SHNEWER
further said that ELJVIR DUKA could get machine guns. SHNEWER
acknowledged that "in all of the U.S. it's illegal to sell
machine guns." Once SHNEWER and CW-1 arrived at Dover Air Force
Base, SHNEWER surveiled the perimeter fence and other security
features and agreed with E L j V I R DUKA's assessment that the base
was too difficult of a target because of its high security.
18. After leaving Dover Air Force Base, M O W SHNEWER
directed C W - 1 to Philadelphia. On the way, SHNEWER again
acknowledged that the conspirators consisted of himself, ELJVIR
DUKA, SHAIN DUKA, DRITAN D m , SERDAR TATAR, and C W - 1 . SHNEWER
also said that the sniper- from ~ o s o v owas a member of the group.6
SHNEWER also told CW-1 about the trip to the Poconos that the
members of the group had taken in January 2006. SHNEWER played a
video for CW-1 on SHNEWER's laptop computer and remarked, "This
is Shain firing," and "This is Serdar - do you see him?" Once
SHNEWER and CW-1 were in the Philadelphia area, SHNEWER directed
CW-1 to drive past the United States Coast Guard building on
Delaware Avenue in Philadelphia.

19. On or about August 18, 2006, CW-2 consensually recorded
a meeting with DRITAN DUKA, ELJVIR DUKA, and SHAIN DUKA. DRITAXl
DUKA told CW-2 that he had a ,357 firearm and was in search of
two or three AK-47 Kalishnikov fully-automatic machine guns.
DRITAN DUKA acknowledged that fully-automatic machine guns are
illegal in the United States and therefore they would have to buy
them "from the streets." DRITAN DUKA further cautioned that they
could not speak about such firearms over the telephone. ELJVIR
DUKA also said that they could purchase a revolver on the streets
for $400. During the consensually recorded meeting, SHAIN DUXA
showed C W - 2 an additional video from his cell phone that depicted
12 - 13 males shooting firearms in Pennsylvania. DRITAN DUKA
explained that the location in Pennsylvania is about 2 K hours
away and that they had spent a week in the Poconos.
20. On or about August 20, 2006, during a consensually
recorded meeting, MOHAMAD SHNEWER informed CW-l that he told
SHAIN DUKA about the surveillance of Fort Dix. SHNEWER also
discussed planning the attack on Port Dix and acquiring machine
guns.

6

Subsequent consensually recorded conversations have
revealed that the conspirators believe AGRON ABDULLAHU
was a sniper in Kosovo.
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21. On or about August 21, 2006, during a consensually
recorded meeting, M O W i D SHNEWER informed CW-1 that he told
ELJVIR DUKA about the surveillance of Dover Air Force Base.
SHNEWER also discussed acquiring RPGs and machine guns.
22. On or about September 14, 2306, C W - 1 consensually
recorded a meeting with MOHAMAD SHNEWSR and SHAIN DUKA. During
this meeting, CW-1 asked SHAIN DUKA to have ELJVIR DUKA call CW1 . SHNEWER explained to SHAIN DUKA, "We've been brain-storming,
. . we got one, one idea
we were going to look at some areas
for something and we wanted to know who's in, who's not." SHAIN
DUKA responded, "Alright." CW-1 then mentioned machine guns and
SHAIN DUKA responded, "Ah." When CW-1 mentioned that they could
go to jail forever, SHAIN DUKA responded, "Gotta be cautious."
When CW-1 asked if SHAIN DUKA was "with them," SHAIN DUKA
responded, "God willing, we will see."

.

23. On or about September 22, 2006 and September 29, 2006,
CW-1 consensually recorded two meetings with ELJVIR DUKA. In
summary, ELJVIR DUYA stated that they would need to receive a
"fatwa" before they could attack.'
24. On or about October 6 , 2006, CW-2 attempted to
consensually record a meeting with DRITAN DUICA, SHAIN DUKA, and
MOHAMAD SHNEWER. The equipment, however, failed to record the
meeting. CW-2 has informed law enforcement officers that during
the meeting, SHNEWER told CW-2 that he had new videos for CW-2 to
watch, one of which included training conducted by the attackers
on September 11, 2001. CW-2 also infarmed law enforcement
officers that SHAIN DUKA mentioned planning a trip to the Poconos
for a week so that the group could shoot firearms.

25. On or about October 31, 2006, CW-1 consensually
recorded a meeting with SERDAR TATAR during which CW-1 and TATAR
discussed Fort Dix. When CW-1 expressed anger at the United
States, TATAR stated in response, "You want to make them pay for
something that they did . . . Okay, you need maps?" TATAR then

A "fatwa" in the Islamic faith is a ruling on Islamic

law issued by an Islamic scholar. The term fatwa is
used by Islamic extremists to mean "permission" to do a
certain act that might otherwise be illegal under
Islamic law. For example, Osama Bin Laden in 1998
purportedly sought and obtained a "fatwa" to attack the
United States. The term fatwa as used by ELJVIR DUKA
would therefore appear to mean a ruling that would
permit an attack on the United States.
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told CW-1 that he would give CW-l a map of Fort Dix.
26. On or about November 3 , 2006, during a consensualiy
recorded meeting, M O W SHNEWER and CW-l discussed SERDAR TATAR
providing a map of Fort Dix. SHNEWER also said that individuals
who were likely to attend another trip to the Poconos included
DRITAN DUKA, ELJVIR DUKA, SIiAIN DUKA, SERDAR TATAR, and AGRON
ABDULLAHU. When CW-1 mentioned that CW-1 might have a source who
could supply firearms, SHNEWER expressed interest.
27. On or about November 9, 2006, CW-1 consensually
recorded a telephone conversation with SERDAR TATAR during which
TATAR indicated that he would provide the map of Fort Dix to CW-I
shortly.
28. On or about November 12, 2006, CW-1 consensually
recorded a meeting with SERDAR TATAR during which TATAR explained
that he would acquire the map of Fort Dix from his father's
restaurant. TATAR acknowledged that he was "in" the plan to
attack Fort Dix stating, "I'm in, honestly I'm in." However,
TATAR cautioned CW-1 that they, the group, needed to ensure that
their families would be protected. TATAR described a place at
Fort Dix they could target that would cause a power outage and
allow for an easier attack on the military personnel there. At
the very end of the meeting, TATAR questioned CW-1 about whether
CW-1 was a "Fed" - meaning a law enforcement officer.

29. On or about November 13, 2006, CW-1 consensually
recorded a telephone call with MOHAMAD SHNEWER. Toward the end
of the call, SHNEWER said that he was coming to CW-1's residence.
CW-l then consensually recorded that meeting. During the
meeting, SHNEWER and CW-1 discussed SERDAR TATAR acquiring the
map of Fort Dix, machine guns, and the up-coming trip to the
Poconos where the group would train. SHNEWER also told CW-1 that
he hid his firearms inside the air conditioning unit at his
house. SHNEWER reiterated that SHAIN DUKA and DRITAN DUKA knew
of the plan and would be participating.
30. On or about November 14, 2006, CW-1 consensually
recorded a meeting with ELJVIR DUKA during which CW-1 and ELJVIR
DUKA discussed SERDAR TATAR potentially acquiring a map of Fort
Dix. When CW-1 repeated TATAR's concerns about the need to take
care of family before the attacks, ELJVIR DUKA responded that
"Allah" will take care of TATAR's family. CW-1 and ELJVIR DUKA
also discussed the need to use coded language when discussing the
up-coming trip to the Poconos.

31.

In a possible effort to determine whether CW-1 was a
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law enforcement officer, SERDAR TATAR on November 15, 2006
contacted a sergeant with the Philadelphia Police Department and
stated that he had been approached by an individual who had
pressured him to acquire maps of Fort Dix. TATAR also told the
police officer that he did not supply the map and was fearful
that the incident was terrorist-related. The sergeant telephoned
the FBI in TATAK's presence.
32. The next day, on November 16, 2006, SERDAR TATAR told
CW-1 during a consensually monitored telephone call that SERDAR
TATAR would supply CW-1 with the map of Fort Dix.
33. On or about November 27, 2006, CW-1 consensually
recorded a telephone call with SERDAR TATAR during which TATAR
said that too many people were in the restaurant for TATAR to
take the map of Fort Dix.
34. On or about November 28, 2006, CW-1 consensually
recorded a meeting with SERDAR TATAR. During the meeting, TATAR
acknowledged that if he were to provide the map of Fort Dix he
could be deported. TATAR also expressed his willingness to
participate by prov~dingthe map, even in the face of significant
consequences:

"You know one thing chat's scary too? . . . I don't know you
that much . . . You know. I don't know whether you're F B I .
. . or the, an agent, don't know."
"I'm gonna do it. Whether you are or not (FBI) I'm gonna do
it. Know why? . . . It doesn't matter to me, whether I get
locked up, arrested, or get taken away, it doesn't matter.
Or 1 die, doesn't maccer, I'm doing it in the name of
Allah."
35. Later in the evening of November 28, 2006, SERDAR TATAR
called C W - 1 when CW-1 was not at home (a call, therefore, that
was not recorded1 and stated, in substance and in part, that
TATAR had left a package for CW-1 at the guard shack outside of
CW-1's residence. Thie call was unrecorded. C W - 1 then called
TATAR back from CW-1's residence while consensually recording the
call. TATAR immediately asked C W - 1 , "You get it brother?" CW-1
then asked TATAR wher.e TATAR had put the map. TA'rAR then
described the location where he had hidden the map. After t h e
call, CW-1 went to the location described by TATAR and found a
map labeled "Cantonment Area Fort Dix, NJ.u
36. On or about November 29, 2006, CW-1 turned the map
SERDAR TATAR had provided over to law enforcement officers who
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made copies of it and returned the original to CW-1. Law
enforcement officers also reviewed CW-1's call log on CW-1's cell
phone and observed that CW-1 had received a telephone call at
10:51 p.m. on November 28, 2006 from telephone number 856-5264291 that lasted approximately two minutes. Law enforcement
officers have determined that 856-520-4291 was SERDAR TATAR's
cell phone number.
37. On or about November 30, 2006, during a consensually
recorded telephone call, CW-1 informed MOHAMPJ) SHNEWER that
SERDAR TATAR had provided the map of Fort Dix. SHNEWER stated
that he would come see the map shortly.
38. On or about December 1, 2006, CW-2 consensually
recorded a meeting with SHAIN DUKA, DRITAN DUKA, and ELJVIR DUKA
during which the firearms needed for the up-coming trip to the
Poconos were discussed. DRITAN DUKA said the group had a shotgun
and a , 3 5 7 magnum firearm which they had purchased on the black
market. SHAIN DUE4 explained that they hide this weapon. ELJVIR
DUKA said they also had a small automatic weapon.
39. O n or about December 7, 2006, law enforcement officers
with the FBI interviewed SERDAR TATAR. TATAR provided his cell
phone number as 856-520-4291 - the same number law enforcement
officers had previously observed on the call log of CW-1's cell
phone. TATAR falsely told the interviewing officers that he was
not a part of the plot to attack Fort Dix and did not know any of
the parties that may be involved. TATAR three times falsely
denied that he had provided a map of Fort Dix to anyone.

40. On or about December 8, 2006, during a consensually
recorded meeting, MOHAMAD SHNEWER confirmed that SERDAR TATAR had
told SHNEWER that TATAR had given CW-1 the map of Fort Dix.
SHNEWER also stated that they had missed an opportunity to attack
United States military personnel during the Army-Navy football
game that had been recently played in Philadelphia.
41.
On or about December 27, 2006, C W - 1 consensually
recorded a telephone call with MOHAMAD SHIVEWER during which
SHNEWEK informed CW-1 that the trip to the Poconos was scheduled
for February 1 , 2007. SHNEWER further stated that he would take
the map of Fort Dix from CW-1.

42. On or about ~ecember28, 2006, C W - 1 consensually
recorded a telephone call with SHAIN DUKA and ELJVIR DUKA.
During the call, ELJVIR DUXA told C W - 1 that the Pocono trip was
scheduled for February 1, 2007 and that they had already rented a
house.
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43. On or about December 29, 2 0 0 6 , CW-1 consensually
recorded a meeting with MOHAMAD SHNEWER during which SHNEWER
reviewed the map of Fort Dix. SHNEWER took the map from CW-1 and
placed it into his mother's car. Later, when E L J V I R DUKA joined
the meeting, C W - 1 discussed SERDAR TATAR providing the map of
Fort Dix. After E L J V I R DUlCA lefT the meeting, SHNEWER told CW-1
that E L J V I R DUYS. had said that Fort D i r . was a good targec.
SHNEWER also stated that he was setting money aside to buy a
fully automatic machine gun from C W - 1 ' s source. SHNEWER
acknowledged the illegality of such a weapon stating, "it is
forbidden to use fully automatic," and that the penalty was
imprisonment.

44. On or about January 5, 2 0 0 7 , CW-2 consensually recorded
a meeting with E L J V I R DUKA and SERDAR TATAR during which ELJVIR
DUKA discussed the up-coming Pocono trip and stated that it had
been scheduled for February 1, 2 0 0 7 .

45. On or about January 7 , 2 0 0 7 , during a consensually
recorded telephone call with MOKAMAD SHNEWER, CW-1 expressed
concern that SHNEWER's mother might find the map of Fort Dix that
SHNEWER had earlier placed in hie mother's car. SHNEWER replied
that he had hidden the map.

46. On or about January 16, 2 0 0 7 , CW-1 consensually
recorded a telephone call with M O W SHNEWER during which
SHNEWER made arrangements with CW-1 to travel to the Poconos.
47.
On or about January 19, 2 0 0 7 , CW-2 consensually
recorded a meeting with ELJVIR DUKA, DRITAN DUKA, and SIiAIN DUXA
during which the Pocono trip and firearms were discussed. DRITAN
DUKA explained that the group had four firearms. E L J V I R DUKA
also said that they had a 9 millimeter handgun, an assault rifle,
and a semi-automatic assault weapon. DRITAN DUKA explained that
AGRON ABDULLAHU brought the rifle and ammunition to them because
he had a license for the weapon. E L J V I R , SHAIN, and DRITAN DUKA
all explained that they could not have firearms because they do
not have "green cards." During the consensually recorded
meeting, SHAIN DUKA identified the individuals who would be going
to the Poconos, which included DRITAN DUXA, E L J V I R DUKA. SHAIN
DUKA, CW-2, AGRON ABDULLAHU. SHNEWER, and CW-1.
CW-2 was told
that everyone would meet at DRITAN DUKA's house on January 31,
2 0 0 7 , sleep over, and then leave for the Poconos early the next
morning.
48. Between January 31 and February 1, 2 0 0 7 , law
enforcement officers conducted video and photographic
surveillance of DRITAN DUKA's residence in Cherry Hill, New
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Jersey. Law enforcement officers observed AGRON AEDULLFLHU and
DRITAN DUKA at separate times carrying dark colored rifle style
bags into DRITAN DUKA's residence. CW-2 consensually recorded
conversations at DRITAN DUKA's residence, during which DRITAN
DUKA, SHAIN DUKA, and ELJVIR DUKA discussed and handled the
firearms. The individuals were heard racking the action of the
firearms. CW-2 subsequently informed law enforcement officers
that CW-2 had observed two firearms on the floor by the fireplace
in DRITAN DUKA's residence and had handled the weapons with
DRITAN DLTYA, ELjVIR DUKA, and SHAIN DUKA. CW-2 also eubeequently
reported that ?BDULLAHU had brought two firearms to DRITAN DUKA's
residence
a 3 millimeter handgun and a Yugoslavian semiautomatic rifle. Law enforcement officers observed SHAIN D m
carrying a green rifle style softcase from DRITAN DUKA's
residence to ABDULLAHU who loaded it into A B D U L W U ' s vehicle.
C W - 2 reported that ABDULLAHU placed the two firearms he had
brought into DRITAN DUKA's residence into his vehicle to
transport to the Poconos along with a shotgun and a Beretta rifle
that were also at DRITAN DUKA's residence. Law enforcement
officers observed DRITAN DUICA, ELJVIR DUKA, SHAIN DUKA, AGRON
ABDULLAUU, and others depart DRITAN DUKA's residence on February
1 , 2007.
-

49. CW-2 traveled to 2717 Eagleview Drive, Gouldsboro,
Pennsylvania on February 1, 2007 with SHAlN DUXA, ELJVIR D U D ,
DRITAN DUKA, AGRON ABDULLAHU, and others - the location of the
house the DUKA brothers rented for the Pocono trip.

50. On or about February 2, 2007, CW-1 consensually
recorded a telephone call with MOHAMAD SHNEWER and the two made
arrangements to travel to the Poconos two days later. On the
same day, law enforcement officers conducted video surveillance
at Pennsylvania State Game Land 127 - the same firearms range
captured on the January 3, 2006 DVD described above - and
observed DRITAN DUKA. SHAIN DUKA, and ELJVIR DUKA all firing
weapons from various positions. Law enforcement officers
subsequently learned that these individuals were using an SKS
semi-automatic rifle, a Beretta Storm semi-automatic rifle, a
Mossberg 12 gauge pump shotgun, and a 9 millimeter Beretta
handgun. Law enforcement officers observed SHAIN DUKA directing
all the participants as they were setting up their shooting
stations. Law enforcement officers also observed AGRON AEDULLAHU
teaching several individuals where to place the shotgun when
firing it. Law enforcement officers observed DRITAN DUKA
watching all the participants as they were shooting.
On or about February 3, 2007, a surveillance camera at
the firing range again captured ELJVIR DUKA, SHAIN DUKA, DRITAN
51.
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DUKA and others firing weapons. Earlier that day, an undercover
FBI agent who had been conducting surveillance at the firearms
range on February 2, 2007 unexpectedly encountered ELJVIR DUKA
and DRITAN DUKA at a local convenience store. Both ELJVIR DUKA
and DRITAN DUKA immediately recognized the undercover agent as an
individual who had been shooting on the range on February 2,
2007. DRITAN DUKA engaged the undercover agent in a
conversation. ELJVIR DUKA asked the undercover agent if he knew
where ELJVIR DUKA and DRITAN DLJKA could purchase AX-47 and M-16
firearms. DRlTAN DUKA continued tho conversation with the
undercover agent and discussed that "they" wanted to buy the
Russian version of the AK-47 instead of the cheaper Chinese
version because of its durability and its capability of being
buried in dirt and sand. DRITAN DUKA aiso said that AK-47s were
easier to purchase overseas, particularly in Lebanon. When the
undercover agent asked what type of weapons DRITAN DUKA and his
friends had been using that day at the range, DRITAN DUKA replied
that they had been shooting a Beretta CX-4, 9 millimeter rifle
with a synthetic stock, a Beretta shotgun with a synthetic stock,
"just like the cops use," and a Beretta, semi-automatic nickelplated handgun.
52. On or about February 4, 2007, CW-1 consensually
recorded conversations undertaken during his trip to the Poconos
with MOKAMAD SKNEWER. On the way. SHNEWER recounted the earlier
trip he made to the Poconos and stated that the group had used
five firearms and that each shooter had fired approximately 400
hullets. CW-1 also again expressed concern that someone might
find the map of Fort Dix that SHNEWER had taken from CW-1.
SHNEWER replied that he had hidden the map in a room in his house
which no one else enters. At one point, SHNEWER remarked that
the acquisition of RPG's by the group would increase the number
of killings the group could cause.
53.
MOHAMAD SHNEWER and CW-1 arrived at the rental house in
the Poconos on or about February 4, 2007. CW-1 continued to
consensually record once at the rental house. CW-1 captured
SHNEWER playing videos on his laptop computer which members of
the group referred to as Mujahldeen and terrorist training
videos.
Members of the group pointed out that United States
military vehicles were shown being destroyed in various attacks.
SHAIN UUKA pointed out that a United States Marine's arm had been
blown off, at which point laughter erupted from the group. CW-2
subsequently reported to law enforcement officers that after
SHNEWER arrived, the group watched terrorist trainlng videos on
SHNEWER's laptop computer.

54.

In the early hours of February 5, 2007, while CW-1 was
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still consensually recording conversations involving the targets
at the rental house, several members of the group engaged in a
discussion concerning bombs, nitroglycerin, and the explosive C 4. Later in the day, Cw-1 consensually recorded the group
shooting weapons. That afternoon, CW-1 and MOHAMAD SHNEWER left
the rental house and CW-1 consensually recorded the conversations
which took place during their trip back to New Jersey. On the
way, SHNEWER again identified which members of the group would
participate in the attacks on the United States military, namely,
SHAIN DUKA, DRITAN DUKA, ELJVIR DUKA, CW-1, himself, and a
younger brother of the DUKAs. SHNEWER also said that they could
attack two American warships next year when they dock in the Port
of Philadelphia. In addition, SHNEWER discuseed the weapons the
group would need, saying, " [tlhe machine gun, we are going to buy
the machine gun, but we need other than the machine gun.
Something else."
55. On or about February 8 , 2007, CW-2 consensually
recorded conversations during CW-2's return-trip to New Jersey
with ELJVIR DUKA and DRITAN DUKA. During this trip, ELJVIR DUKA
and DRITAN DUKA discussed the need to train so that they could go
overseas on "jihad." ELJVIR DUKA indicated that the Pocono trip
had been a training mission.
ELJVIR DUKA also stated, " . . .
and at the end when it comes to defending your religion, when
someone is trying attacks your religion, your w a y of life, then
you go jihad."
56. On or about February 18, 2007, CW-1 consensually
I-ecorded a telephone conversation with DRITAN DUKA during which
DRITAN DUKA and CW-1 discussed "training" by playing paint ball
with paint ball guns. Later that evening, CW-1 unexpectedly
encountered MOKAMAD SHNEWER at a local store and was, therefore,
unable to consensually record their conversation. CW-1 reported
to law enforcement officers that SHNEWER asked whether CW-1 had
heard from CW-1's source for firearms and other weapons. CW-1
said that the source had just returned from Egypt. CW-1 observed
that SHNEWER appeared happy to learn that the source had recently
returned from Egypt.
57. On or about February 26, 2007, DRITAN DUE4 invited CW-1
to participate in a paint ball training exercise with DRITAN
DUKA, ELJVIR DUKA, and their younger brother. CW-1 consensually
recorded this exercise. Shortly before the training, CW-1 met
with DRITAN DUKA and ELJVIR DUKA at ELJVIR and SHAIN DUKA'e
residence to prepare for the training. CYJ-1 and ELJVIR DUKA
discussed CW-1's source for weapons, including A K - 4 7 machine
guns. ELJVIR DUKA aaked CW-1 if CW-1's source could be trusted.
ELJVIR DUKA explained that " . . , I had one brother buy [a gun]
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for me with a Pennsylvania license. It's my gun but he bought it
under his name." ELJVIR DUKA then relayed to CW-1 the fact that
DRITAN DUKA had previously attempted to purchase an AK-47 machine
gun from an individual in Camden, New Jersey. DRITAN DUKA did
not ultimately buy the weapon because he believed that he was
being set up by the FBI. DRITAN DUYA then joined the
conversation and stated, "I'm telling you, I almost bought a AK47 from an agent." ELJVIR DUKA then said, "Me right now we have
the shotgun, we have the one which you was talking about, and we
have the handgun. 357 revolver." ELJVIR DUKA also expressed his
knowledge that AK-47 machine guns are illegal: "You can't buy
fully automatic . . . illegal." When CW-1 said to let CW-I know
if they want any weapons, ELJVIR DUKA responded: "Right now, ah,
we want automatic hand guns and ah, my cousin wants one.
Handgun." Later during the consensually recorded meeting, EL;TVIR
DUKA brought up the topic of CW-1's source for firearms and said,
"Don't tell him about eh AK-47 first. The handgun yes.''
58.
The paint ball exercise on Februaly 26, 2007 occurred
in a wooded area near ELJVIR DUKA and SHAIN DUKA's residence.
While CW-1 recorded it, DRITAN DUKA remarked that paint ball is
good training for an attack, "In military they use this in U . S .
Army . . . It's how they train you." SHAIN DUKA also agreed that
playing paint ball is good tactical training.

59. On or about March 3 , 2007, CW-2 consensually recorded a
meeting with DRITAN DUKA, SHAIN DUICA, SERDAR TATAR, and others
during which DRITAN DUKA, SHAIN DUKA, and SERDnR TATAR discussed
preparing for their operation in a military fashion.

60. On or about March 10. 2007, CW-2 consensually recorded
conversations during a meeting with DRITAN DUKA and SHAIN DUKA.
When CW-2 aeked DRITAN DUKA and SHAIN DUKA about SERDAR TATAR,
SHAIN DUKA explained that TATAR wanted to join the U.S. Army so
that he could kill u.S. soldiers from the "inside." When CW-2
asked about TATAR again, DRITRN DUKA remarked, 'He had only une
mind, how to kill American soldiers." Later during the
consensually recorded conversation, DRITAN DUKA and SHAIN DUKA
said that rather than waging jihad overaeas, they could do so in
the United States. SHAIN DUKA also stated, "Because as far as
people we have enough, 7 people. AT-d we are all crazy. That's
what is needed . . . ' I
DRITAN DUKA later in the conversation also
stated, "For people. 7 people are a lot. We can do a lot of
things with 7 people . . . We can do a lot of damage with 7
people . . . you do big things with 7 people." Toward the end of
the meeting, SHAIN DUKA suggested that they could also join the
Army and "do them, we can."
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61. On or about March 15, 2007, DKITAN DUKA invited CW-1 to
participate in paint ball training with DRITAN DUKA, SHAIN DUKA,
and the DUKAis younger brother. CW-1 met DRITAN DUKA and SHAIN
DUKA at ELJVIR DUKA and SHAIN DUKA's residence to prepare for the
paint ball training. After the paint ball exercise, CW-l
traveled to SHAIN DUKA's and ELJVIR DUKA's residence in Cherry
Hill where DRITAN DUKA gave CW-l a business card on the back of
which DRITFN DUYA wrote, among other things, "A-K 47
Kalichnikov." CW-1 consensually recorded this meeting, which
captured DRITAN DUKA's conversation with CW-1 about CW-1's source
for firearms. During the consensually recorded meeting, DRITAN
DUKA again confirmed that he owned a black gun and a shotgun but
acknowledged the illegality of doing so because he didn't have a
Green Card. DRITAN DUKA also said, '
I tell you now I need AK47s.
If you can get them, give me two . . . AK-47, Kalichnikov,
Russian." DRITAN DUKA then cautioned CW-1, "AK-47. Just don't
talk on the phone." The consensual recording also captured CW-1
asking DRITAN DUKA to write down the name of the firearm DRITAN
DUKA wanted to buy from CW-1's source.
62. On or about March 1 6 , 2007, CW-1 turned over to the FBI
the business card on which DRITAN DUKA had written "A-K 47
Kalichnikov." Later that day, CW-1 consensually recorded a
conversation with MOHAMAD SHNEWER during which CW-l and SHNEWER
discussed DRITAN DUKA's request to buy AK-47 Russian machine
guns. SHNEWER asked CW-1 to have his source bring another AK-47
for SHNEWER to purchase in addition to the two guns that DRITAN
DUKA would purchase and the one gun that CW-1 claimed he would
purchase. Specifically, SHNEWER said, "Let him bring four. I
know these guns as I used it in my country and I shot with it."
SHNEWER also confirmed his knowledge about the illegality of such
weapons: "It is not, there is nothing legal about it." SHNEWER
went on to say, "[tlhe beauty of this one when we buy it now, is
that you can go train on it and you can leave it on the semiautomatic setting, one shot at a time." When CW-l and SHNEWER
discussed where to keep the AK-47s, SHNEWER said that he would
keep them at his residence in the attic.

63. Also during the meeting on March 16, 2007, MOHAMAD
SHNEWER said that DRITAN DUKA and ELJVIR DUKA knew the reason why
they were getting the firearms. When CW-1 asked SHNEWER whether
SHNEWER had changed his mind about Fort nix, SHNEWER responded:

"Quite honestly there is the Navy base . . . You know where
the stadlurns are in Philadelphia? There is the Navy base
and every year they have the Army-Navy ball game and they
come and stay one or two weeks . . . the Navy base will then
be full of people . . . You see this is an opportunity and
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the beauty of this locacion specially if you have the proper
weaponry, is that you can hit it from where, do you know?
From New Jersey."
SHNEWER also said that "everyone that was in the Poconos less one
or two of them," were a part of the group that would attack the
U.S.

military.

On or about March 2 3 . 2007, CW-1 consensually recorded
a conversation during a meeting with DRITAN DUKA. CW-1 told
DRITAN D'UKA that CW-1's source would provide a list of weapons
that the source was selling, which CW-1 would then provide to
DRITAN DUKA. CW-1 further stated that the source did not want to
meet the DUKAs. DRITAN DUKA remarked that it was better that the
DUKAs not meet CW-1's source.
64.

65. Also on or about
arch 23, 2007, CW-2 consensually
recorded a conversation during a meeting with DRITAN DUKA, ELJVIR
DUKA, SHRIN DUKA, and others. SHAIN D m , ELJVIR DUKA, and
DRITAN DilKA discussed Fort Dix and the nearby air force base.
They also told C W - 2 that SERII)AR TATAR's father owned a restaurant
near Fort Dix and made deliveries onto the base.

66. On or about March 26, 2007, CW-1 consensually recorded
a telephone call with DRITAN DUKA during which CW-1 explained
that CW-1's source could not give CW-1 the list of firearms that
weekend.

67. On or about March 2 8 , 2007, CW-1 consensually recorded
a telephone call with DRITAN DUKA during which CW-1 explained
that the source had given CW-1 a list of the firearms that the
source had available for sale. DRITAN DUKA said that he would
call later and instruct CW-1 where to meet. Later, DRITAN DUKA
called CW-1 (a call which CW-1 was unable to consensually
record), instructing CW-1 to meet at a convenience atore on Route
3 8 near Cooper Landing Road in Cherry Hill. CW-1 consensually
recorded the ensuing meeting with DRITAN DUKA during which CW-1
handed the list of weapons to DRITAN DUKA. Law enforcement
officers retained a photocopy of the list before CW-1 gave it to
DRITAN DUKA. The list identified the following weapons for sale:
"AK-47, M-16, M-60 machine gun, R P G , Rocket, Handgun semiautomatic, Sig Sauer 9 mm, Smith Wesson 9 mm, Smith Wesson
revolver." The list also contained prices for the weapons.
68. On or about March 30, 2007, CW-1 consensually recorded
a meeting with MOHAMAD SHNEWER during which SHNEWER asked, "[dlid
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explained that when
you speak to the guy from Baltimore?"QW-l
DRITAN DUKA decided how many weapons they would need, CW-1 would
instruct the source to come with the weapons. SKNEWER said that
$500 - the price listed for the AK-47 - was a "very good" price.
69. On or about April 5, 2007, CW-1 consensually recorded a
telephone call with MOHAMAD SHNEWER during which SHNEWER asked
CW-1 about the delivery of the weapons. CW-1 explained to
SHNEWER that DRITAN DUKA had to first provide CW-1 with the type
and number of weapons DRITAN DUKA wanted to buy.
On or about April 6, 2007, CW-1 consensually recorded a
meeting with DRITAN DUKA, among others. DRITAN DUKA stated to
CW-1, "The list. I need all the, the AKs. The Ml6s and all the
handguns." DRITAN D U W then sought reassurance that CW-1's
source could be trusted by asking CW-1 whether the source was
religious and whether "there something they need to know." CW-1
asked, "Like what?" DRITAN DUKA responded, "To that list there
was some stuff on the list that was heavy shit . . . the R P G . "
DRITAN DiJKA then said, "All of them [meaning the AK-47sI I need.
He has four nuw . . . He has four AK's for five hundred dollars
. . Each one. I want all of the AK's, all the M-16's, I
each
think there was 4, no 5 AK's I think and . . . 4 M-16's. And I
need all the handguns, one of each . . . Everything he had . . .
Everything he had on the list . . . No everything he has except
[the RPG and M - 6 0 machine gun]." During the meeting on April 6,
2007, DRITAN DUKA also expressed the need for secrecy:
70.

.

"I just want to be safe brother, 'cause you understand? . . .

'Cause I can afford, I . . . I just need to , 'cause I trust
you brother, you understand? I got five kids so I don't
wanna go down. People catch me like they think I'm a
terrorist.' I
CW-1 and DRITAN DUKA also discussed how the sale of the weapons
would take place. CW-1 said that the source would bring the
weapons to New Jersey. In response, DRITAN DUKA said, "It's
better, it's better if I get it over here [meaning New Jersey]
'cauae we got no license^.^
71. On or about A p r i l 7, 2 0 0 7 . CW-2 consensually recorded a
mrrting with ELJVIR DUKA, DRITAN DUKA, and SHAIN DUKA at DRITAN
DUKA's residence. At one point, ELJVIR DUKA and DRITAN DUKA went
upstairs to use a computer. After a period of time, ELJVIR DUKA

li

The source for weapons had previously been identified
as an individual from Baltimore, Maryland.
24
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and DRITAN DUKA came back downstairs and discussed a high-powered
firearm they were reviewing on the computer and how the round
fired from the weapon could penetrate a soldier's helmet.
72. On or about April 1 3 , 2007, CW-1 consensually recorded
a meeting with DRITAN
and M O W SHNEWER. DRITAN DUKA

asked CW-1 about the status of the delivery of the weapons, to
which CW-l responded that the source would bring the weapons in a
couple of weeks. CW-I told DRITAN DUKA and MOHAMED SHNEWER that
they needed to have money, to which DRITAN DUKA responded that he
had the mor?ey right now. CW-1 promised to call DRITAN DUK?. when
the source was ready to bring the weapons to New Jersey. CW-1
also told SHNEWER about the weapons DRITAN DUKA had ordered.
SHNEWER discussed the RPG and the AK-47s, specifically
referencing "Kalichnikov."
73.

On or about April 27, 2007, CW-1 consensually recorded

a meeting with DRITAN DUKA, during which DRITAN DUKA and CW-1
discussed the purchase of the weapons from CW-1's source. CW-1
also conseneually recorded a meeting with MOHAMAD SHNEWER during
which SHNEWER told CW-1 that he only wanted to purchase the AK-47
machine gun at this time and to hold off on the sale of the RPG.

